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is the vendor of the tool which you purchased. Each revision-specific compressed file
contains a set of Excel files, and each Excel file is named according to the revision year

and indicator it refers to (for example,
WPP1992_TOTAL_POPULATION_ANNUAL_BOTH_SEXES.xls). The Excel files have estimates
and standard projection variants (see Definition of Projection Scenarios for further details).
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of tabs in this page. The links below point to download pages hosted by AVSYS partners,

who have kindly made the files available to download for free. Please read the AVSYS
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downloading anything. You are free to use the AVSYS partner's website as long as you
comply with the terms of use. You may also want to check the AVSYS website to make
sure that AVSYS does not ban websites that provide support for the use of the AVSYS

product. The links below point to download pages hosted by AVSYS partners, who have
kindly made the files available to download for free. Please read the AVSYS terms of use
(which you have to accept before you can use the partner's website) before downloading
anything. You are free to use the AVSYS partner's website as long as you comply with the

terms of use.
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